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 Laminator
 Lamination sheets
 Scissors
 Straight edge cutting
tool
 Color printer
 Color printer ink
 Printer paper
 Crayons
 Markers
 Pencils
 Scotch tape
 Stapler & staples

Items Needed for Every
M3 Subject Area:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

FIND SUPPLIES
ON AMAZON

Recommended Supplies
M3 SENSORIAL:

What You'll Need to Use This Resource:
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 Age-appropriate
musical instruments
 Twelve plastic
Easter eggs
 Cheap hard candies
 Cheap dry beans
 Cheap dry rice
 Cheap dry sand
 Mini marshmallows
 Cotton balls
 A clean egg carton
 Large clothespins
 Various spices
 Red and blue paint
 Toothpicks
 Sweet, sour, salty
and bitter foods for
sampling
 Six containers of the
same size and
shape

Items Needed for this
Subject Area:

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Click Here to Review
Optional Educational
Manipulatives & Tools 
Available on Amazon

 Several pieces of fabric of
varying textures
 Blindfold
 Pushpins
 Cork board
 Rubber bands
 Glue sticks
 Toothpicks
 Pink tower or other
nesting/stacking blocks
 A nail file
 One basket per student
 One magnifying glass per
student
 Pots & pans with lids

Items Needed for this Subject
Area:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/2JW3H2VDI8NAJ?ref=idea_lv_lole_&type=explore
https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/2JW3H2VDI8NAJ?type=explore&ref=idea_cp_vl_ov_d
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https://www.amazon.com/ideas/amzn1.account.AG7ZDKA76NVDI6SKVX3REJORZILQ/16BGEFY6JAQJX?ref=pf_ov_at_ideas_sil
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M3's sensorial curriculum offers over 100 pages of fun and interesting learning opportunities
designed for children ages 3-6. You can use this rubric to learn about the concepts and skills taught
in the sensorial curriculum, and to determine an appropriate starting point and/or activities for your
child(ren). Each of the headings listed below is hyperlinked to the corresponding materials starting
point for easy navigation.

M3 by Multisori Sensorial Curriculum Rubric

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

PART 5

PART 6

PART 7

Introduction to the
Five Senses

Visual Discrimination

Visual Discrimination

Stereognostic 
Discrimination

Tactile Discrimination

Olfactory Discrimination

Gustatory Discrimination

My Five Senses, Incorporating Music

Size & Dimension: Cylinder Blocks, Pink Tower,
Brown Stair, Red Rod & Knobless Cylinders

Color & Form: Color Box 1, Color Box 2, Color
Box 3, Matching, Geometric Solids, Geometric
Cabinet - Sorting - 2D Shapes, Geometric
Cabinet - Sorting - 3D Shapes, Geometric
Cabinet - Constructing Shapes, Linear Patterns,
2D Arrays

Identifying Familiar: Objects Mystery Bag,
Sorting Objects Mystery Bag

Rough vs. Smooth Boards, Fabric Box:
Materials, Thermic Bottles & Tablets:
Temperature, Baric Tablets: Weight

Smelling Bottles

Tasting Bottles

PART 8 Auditory Discrimination Sound Cylinders

https://www.multisori.com/
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The Fine Print:
Do's & Don'ts

The term Multisori is trademarked. This, and all Multisori
documentation not available in the public domain are copyrighted.

Please Do Not:
- Share this or any other Multsori documentation or information.
- Alter, edit or change the documentation or information in any way.
- Sell or loan the documentation or information in any way.
- Copy the documentation or information in any way.

Please Do:
- Join the Montessori Inspired Homeschooling Facebook group - it's totally free and
Mandi provides ongoing support there.
- Rave about this awesome program on social media (tag it #Multisori) and share a
link so others can learn more: www.Multisori.com 
- Share pictures of your littles working with the program using the hashtag
#Multisori
- Mistakes happen. It's part of life. If you find one, let me know and I'll correct it right
away.
- Tell me personally if there's anything I can do to improve your experience. I want
you and your kids to love, love, love it!

Making Montessori Mainstream

https://www.multisori.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Montessori.Inspired.Homeschooling
https://www.multisori.com/
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Exercise 1: Using the cards labeled "Sort 2D Shapes by Size," lay the cards out
randomly on the workspace. Ask the child to arrange the cards from smallest to
largest. Then, ask the child to arrange the cards from largest to smallest. Repeat
until mastered.

Exercise 2: Using the cards labeled "Sort by Width," lay the cards out randomly on
the workspace. Ask the child to arrange the cards from widest to narrowest. Then,
ask the child to arrange the cards from narrowest to widest. Repeat until mastered.

Exercise 3: Using the cards labeled "Sort by Length," lay the cards out randomly on
the workspace. Ask the child to arrange the cards from longest to shortest. Then,
ask the child to arrange the cards from shortest to longest. Repeat until mastered.

Exercise 4: Using the cards labeled "Sort 3D Shapes by Size," lay the cards out
randomly on the workspace. Ask the child to arrange the cards from smallest to
largest. Then, ask the child to arrange the cards from largest to smallest. Repeat
until mastered.

SENSORIAL Ages 3-6

Visual Discrimination: Size & Dimension
Sorting (Alternatives to the Brown Stair, Red Rod & Knobless
Cylinders)

Supplies
Needed:

What To Do:
 Sorting cards,
printed,
laminated and
trimmed
(attached)

1.

WWW.MULTISORI.COM
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Activity 1: Present the various pieces of fabric randomly. Ask your
child to match the pairs of same textures. Ask your child to describe
the fabrics. Help them expand their vocabulary to include terms like
wooly, scratchy, and silky.  

Activity 2: (Extension Activity) Present the pieces of fabric, but this
time present only one of each texture. Ask your child to describe
them. Help them use and expand their vocabulary to include terms
like soft, billowy, creamy, glossy, polished, bumpy, coarse, wrinkled,
fuzzy, wooly, scratchy, silky, rough and smooth. When complete, ask
your child to arrange the objects from roughest to smoothest. Then
randomize the objects and ask the child to arrange them from
smoothest to roughest.

SENSORIAL Ages 3-6

The Sense of Touch:
Tactile Discrimination - Materials (alternative to Fabric Box)

Supplies
Needed:

What To Do:

WWW.MULTISORI.COM

 Several pieces of fabric
of varying textures.  You
will need two of each
type. Examples: wool,
leather, silk, spandex &
cotton

1.

https://www.multisori.com/



